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This paper propose person identi�cation by analysis 3-dimensional structure of a nose
image.

Now,with highly-developed and di�used computer, a person identi�cation are auto-
matically. Also, a human communication between a machine and a human are on the
increase. At this time, if computer can understand one's personality and identify a hu-
man, more highly and e�ciency communication will be realized. For that purpose, it is
necessary to develop technic of extracting one's personality and analysis one's personality.

By way of example a simplicity person identi�cation used of computer, based on a
code, password and so on. But a code and password have a weak spot for a swindle and
forgery. However, a �ngerprint, a voice print, a face, a retina, an iris, DNA and so on are
di�culty forgery. A �ngerprint, a retina, an iris, DNA are made practicable. But these
system think security.

Therefore, this paper propose person identi�cation system for a human communica-
tion. We show two important factors of person identi�cation for a human communication
to do as follows :

(a) A man does not receive a burden of mental and physical.

(b) There is no e�ect of face expression.

As to (a), a face image pay attention to most natural method when man do identify a
person and be not given a burden of mental and physical. We show two typical method
to do as follows :
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(1) Based on shape and mutual relationship of facial parts(such as an eyes, a nose, a
mouth and so on).

(2) Based on shade and depth pattern of a face.

These method do not examine e�ect of face expression. However, face expression is
important keyword. Therefore we are necessary to examine e�ect of face expression.

In this paper, we take notice of a nose image that is not given e�ect of face expression,
and identify person by analysis a nose image.

This paper consist of two parts.

(1) Con�rm a nose image is e�ective in person identi�cation.

a)Analyze individuality of a nose image and e�ect of face expression by subjectivity
assessment.

b)Analyze individuality and e�ect of face expression by analysis shade and depth
pattern of facial parts.

(2) Identify person by analysis feature of a nose image.

a)Identify person by simple similarity.

b)Identify person by pattern spectrum of morphology.

As to (1), identi�ed person by subjectivity assessment a nose image. We analyzed simple
similarity between di�erent parson and between di�erent face expression. As a result,
shade and depth pattern of a nose image did not have much e�ect than a eye and a
mouth image. Also shade pattern of a nose image had much individuality than depth
pattern. We will be analyze a cause have an e�ect on structure of nose or a measuring
device. Concerning lighting and rotation, shade pattern of nose image had much e�ect
than depth pattern.

Therefore, shade pattern is �t �xed lighting situation and no rotation. Depth pattern
is �t some other situation.

As to (2), identi�ed person by simple similarity. As a result, identify ratio of shade
pattern was 95%. In this case, identi�ed person even if face expression was di�erence.
Identify ratio of depth pattern was 75%. In this case, enough classify person.

Also, identi�ed person by pattern spectrum of morphology. As a result, Identify
ratio by pattern spectrum did not have much better than simple similarity. But pattern
spectrum was not e�ected by change position. Concerning lighting, pattern spectrum was
not e�ected by brightness, but it was given e�ect contrast.

Future, we will be examined the most suitable structuring element and make good use
of pattern spectrum.
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